The Wine Bar and Retail Shop at
Grand Old House
is the perfect spot for wine tasting
events, either private or corporate, with
4 air conditioned private dining room,
and a large waterfront deck, we have
the space for any occasion!

We offer the largest selection of wines
and

the

longest

running

wine

tasting

tradition on island.

With qualified certified sommeliers to
provide key wine notion and knowledge
in a fun, charismatic and informative
manner, we are the obvious spot to hold
your wine centered event,

unfortunately

both have accents and do take offense
if people are not drinking.

We offer different options which are all
customizable and tailored to your needs:

Wine tasting!
seated style,

at one large or multiple tables in air

conditioned room, those are information wine tastings
led by Nino and or Luciano, paired with tapas.

Each of the options offer 5 glasses of different wines
paired with tapas. All options are customizable based
on peoples preference on wine such as white or red,
grape variety, country, or region; dietary restrictions
are being accommodated as well within the tasting.

Option

AMABILE
VERAISON
BATONNAGE
AFFINAMENTO

KYD p.P.

50
75
100
150

min attendees

10
10
8
6

Once an option is chosen, we provide a detailed
description of what will be served for your approval.

Cocktail Reception
Mainly standing room

where people mingle while

tasting different wines, paired with passed around small
bites. Wines are displayed on a table with the sommelier
pouring and explaining, writing notion and information
are provided as well.

This is provided for a minimum of 16 people and is
all customizable, with food choices
and types and amount of wines that are to be
served

Wine dinner!
seated style,

where each course is paired with a wine,

food choices and wine choices are customizable, all
dietary restriction can be accommodated

sparkling wine
canapes reception can be added

Those below are the 3 starting options,

or champagne

and

to each of the option for an added cost.

Option

LIEUX DIT
GYROPALETTE
ELEVAGE

Courses

3
4
5

KYD p.P.

90
120
150

min attendees

6
6
4

Once an option is chosen, we provide a detailed
description of what will be served for your approval.

Other Options
that we can offer
WINE CLASSES
LARGE FORMAT WINE DINNER
CHAMPAGNE PARTY
COOKING CLASSES WITH WINE PAIRING
WINE & FOOD CATERING

AT YOUR HOUSE OR OFFICE

BOAT PARTY SERVICES
INQUIRE FOR INFORMATION TO TAILOR YOUR EVENT TO YOUR
EXACT NEEDS.

Colonial Room
seats up to 50 people

Plantation Room
seats up to 20 people

Private Dining Rooms
PERFECT SIZE FOR YOUR PARTY
Gazebo Room
seats up to 30 people

Wine Room 68° Fahrenheit
seats up to 10 people

